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Abstract
This paper proposes improved a theoretical prediction equation for concrete-filled steel tubes (CFT) subjected to compressive forces.
This ultimate load capacity is inferred from a database of 344 experimental results reported in the literature by using Gene Expression
Programming (GEP). Moreover, a series of structural comparisons between design provisions, other mechanically-derived expressions
and the proposed prediction are addressed. The levels of accuracy, practical use and phenomenological understanding of the phenomenon
are pinpointed. The results obtained are in good agreement with both the experimental and theoretical predictions. Advantageously, the
proposed expressions are robust and provide an accurate prediction. Disadvantageously, the expression does not expl, elyt, Advantages
and disadvantages of such type of predictions are pinpointed.
Keywords: Concrete-filled tubes; CFT; Gene expression programming; GEP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Introduction
Concrete-filled tubes (CFT) are extensively used in
structural engineering and including a steel tube with
a concrete core casted inside. Usages of CFT range
from high-rise buildings to bridges construction. For
the past, CFT are usually designed as slender with
high length-to-diameter ratios (L/D>15.0 prone
overall buckling) whereas for the latter, these structural elements are generally designed as stocky
(L/D<10.0 not prone to overall buckling).
One key parameter which determines the crosssectional resistance CFT is the steel contribution ratio δ, defined in Eq. (1). The cross-sectional re-

provided by the steel tube to the concrete core. The
passive confinement is particularly effective in
stocky columns (i.e., members not prone to overall
buckling L/D<10). Researchers have provided different expressions for accurately defining those coefficients as a function of geometry (As, Ac) and material parameters (fy, fck) [1-3]. In some cases, empirical calibrations have been also used [4] for adjusting the results obtained to the experimental or numerical data found in vast experimental databases
publicly available in the literature [5, 6].

δ=

As f y
As f y + Ac f ck

(1)

sistance Npl for circular CFT (pure compression) is
generally defined as in Eq. (2) in which the coefficients α and β account for the passive confinement
†
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=
N pl α Ac f ck + β As f y

(2)
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The past decade has seen a growth in attempts to

subtle and nonlinear relationships within the data,

employed CFT columns in structural engineering

with no requirement used-defined functional forms

problems. Recently, cyclic loading tests on CFT col-

that should be used. GEP generates relatively simple

umns have been performed by Zhou and Xu [7].

equations characterizing the relationships that could

They concluded that the axial compressive force

be interpreted directly [16] whereas ANN use black

level and thickness of outer tubes have an elemen-

boxes and provided a reduced phenomenological in-

tary influence on the behavior of the test specimens

sight into the key relationships between parameters.

while the hollow ratio and the concrete strength have

Various examples on the application of GEP tech-

a little influence when the axial compressive force

niques as predictive tools based upon complex rela-

level is low. Kim et al. [8] studied the CFT connec-

tionships between parameters and experimental data

tions experimentally to improve the design of their

sets are available [17-19] .

structural details. Also, Hu and Hwang [9] investigated the performance of new composite (steel-

In this paper, two GEP models for predicting the

concrete) moment connections through numerical

cross-sectional resistance of CFT are provided. The

simulations. Hu and Leon [10] evaluated the seismic

mathematical models are simple yet robust. The re-

performance and evaluation for composite-moment

sults obtained are derived from databases found in

frames (C-MF) with a new type of bolted connec-

the literature [5, 6] and fits accurately the experi-

tions. The application of shape memory alloys in

mental results as well as the studied analytical pre-

CFT columns has been studied by Hu et al. [11]. Al-

dictions.

so, Hu et al. [12] suggested a design procedure based
on the advanced methods introduced in the AISC

2. Review of the earlier work

Provisions.

2.1 Concrete-filled circular tubes subjected to axial

Moreover, in last decades, various algorithms aimed
at predicting the relationships between set of variables from a set of data have [13-15]. Gene expression programming (GEP) is a learning evolutionary
algorithm capable of acquiring a level of understanding the existing relationships between variables in
sets of data. Subsequently, these relationships are
explained through robust yet simple models. Gene
Expression Programming can be used in a vast array
of domains ranging from conventional mathematical
models to neural networks. Similarly, a widely used
technique in the formulation development is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach. Both
methods (GEP and ANN) are capable of establishing

loading
In pure compression, the mechanical base that underpins the cross-sectional strength of CFT is the
passive confinement provided by the steel tube to
the concrete core. The mechanical behavior of short
stub CFT was first characterized in [20, 21]. Ever
since that, the basic keys have motivated researchers
in defining more refined quantitative predictions of
the cross-sectional strength of CFT. Fig. 1 illustrates
schematically this basic mechanical key. Considering that both materials present a different Poisson
coefficient, the lateral expansion of both bodies vary
when under stresses along the longitudinal direction.
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σ longitudinal

steel tube to the concrete core. The passive confineσ longitudinal

ment the steel tube provides to the concrete core is

σ lateral tenσion

one of the most basic aspects which define the cross-

σ compreσσive hoop σtreσσ

σ lateral tenσion

sectional capacity of the CFT. This influence has

nc<nσ

σ lateral tenσion

been studied considerably but this is still a matter of

concrete core
differential element

debate among researchers that have proposed meσ longitudinal

chanically-derived design expressions.
σ longitudinal

The passive confinement has been mostly investigated in concentrically compressed CFT. Research-

σ confinement
σ tenσile hoop σtreσσ

nc>nσ

ers have newly provided various alternatives for ob-

σ confinement
σ confinement
concrete core
differential element

taining α and β from Eq. (1) as a function of the
cross-sectional geometry [1-4], i.e., the diameter D,

Fig. 1. Mechanical principle for the cross-sectional resistance

the thickness of the tube t, and the nominal strengths

(compression).

of the materials fck and fy. These suggestions have
been statistically evaluated (and thoroughly de-

In the preliminary step of a hypothetical monoton-

scribed) in previous studies [22, 23] by comparing

ically increasing load applied concentrically on a

their own test results with the corresponding theoret-

CFT cross-section, the steel tube extends faster in

ical strengths and those included in structural codes.

the radial direction than the concrete core, i.e., the

These authors pointed out that the ultimate load

steel tube does not provide any strength to the con-

strengths suggested in [1-3] follow mechanically de-

crete. Compressive hoop stresses are established in

rived models coupled including some empirically-

the steel tube and lateral tensile stresses in the con-

obtained coefficients for the sake of calibration. Fur-

crete core (Fig.1 νc<νs). The lateral tension on the

thermore, comparisons between these suggestions

concrete produces micro cracking which affects the

and 344 experimental tests found in [5, 6]

Poisson coefficient and the entire stiffness of the

performed recently [4] . It was concluded that the

body. At several points, the lateral development of

predictions given in [1]

the concrete core catches up the steel tube and the

cally and structurally sound results among those

steel tube begins providing a lateral restraint (Fig.1

studied. It is significant to point out that in the ex-

νc>νs). The hoop stresses in the steel become tensile

perimental dataset used for drawing these conclu-

and from this point onwards, the steel is under biaxi-

sions, the L/D and D/t ratios of the tests were select-

al stresses (compressive and tensile) whiles the con-

ed in such a way that no local/overall buckling was

crete core is under triaxial compressive stresses.

expected to happen as the preliminary failure mode.

As formerly stated, CFT provide a greater cross-

In some works [24, 25], the load-bearing capacity

sectional strength than the simple case in which the

and ductility of stocky CFT are investigated experi-

contributions of steel and concrete are computed

mentally, numerically, analytically and also from the

separately. This increment in capacity is because of

structural codes perspective. Comparisons between

the significant confinement influence given by the

relevant codes and experimental/numerical results

were

provide the most statisti-
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are completely carried out. Numerical and experi-

head size and nmax the maximum number of children

mental studies related to this topic are incessantly re-

per function node [30]. More details about GEP can

fined with more models, predictions and details of

be found in Ref. [28].

the formulations [26]. A plenary summary of several
design codes and the cross-sectional strength of CFT

3. EN1994

is provided in [27].

EN1994 [31] provides with guidelines for the design
of composite columns and compression members

2.2 Gene Expression Programming

with steel grades S235 to S460 and normal weight

The Genetic Programming (GEP) methodology was

concrete of strength classes C20/25 to C50/60.

first proposed by Koza [28], as a generalization of

These guidelines apply to isolated columns and col-

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [29] . The superiority of a

umns in framed structures where the other structural

system like GEP are obvious from essence, but the

members are either composite or purely metallic.

most important are (1) the chromosomes are plain

The steel contribution ratio δ (Eq. 1) should fulfill

entities: linear, compact, relatively small, easy to

the condition 0,2≤ δ≤0,9. The members must be

manage genetically (repeat, mutate, recombine, etc.);

checked for: resistance of the member, resistance to

(2) the expression trees are particularly the expres-

local buckling and resistance to shear between steel

sion of their relative chromosomes; they are quality

and concrete elements.

upon which selection acts, and based on fitness, they

When it comes to cross-sectional resistance, two

are chosen to duplicate with amendment. Generally,

methods of design are given: i) a general method

there are two main players in GEP: the chromo-

whose scope includes member with non-symmetrical

somes and the expression trees (ETs), the second in-

or non-uniform cross-sections over the length, ii) a

cluding the expression of the genetic data encoded in

simplified method for members of doubly symmet-

the past. The procedure of information decoding

rical cross-sections. With the latter, the plastic re-

(from the chromosomes to the expression trees) is

sistance to compression Npl,Rd of a CFT cross-section

named translation; and this translation points obvi-

should be calculated by adding the plastic resistanc-

ously a type of code and a set of rules. The genetic

es of its components. Account may be taken of in-

code is really easy: a one-to-one relationship be-

crease in strength of concrete caused by confinement.

tween the symbols of the chromosome and the func-

These increment may be added for members sub-

tions and terminals they represent [13] .

jected to axial load with low load eccentricity

A GEP individual contains various genes where each

(e/D≤0,1) according to Eq. (3) to (8):

gene includes the same number of nodes Further-

tf y 

N pl , Rd = na Aa f yd + Ac f cd 1 + nc
 (3)
Df ck 


more, each gene is divided in two parts: the head and
the tail of the gene. The head can include terminal
and functional nodes, while the tail can include only

where,

terminal nodes. While the head size is mostly sug-

na = nao + (1 − nao ) 10 e

gested as a variable of the algorithm, the tail size is
calculated as t =h*(nmax− 1) + 1, where h denotes the

(

D

)

(4)
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(

D

(

)

=
nc nco 1 − 10 e
nao =
0, 25 3 + 2λ

)

nco =
4.9 − 18.5λ + 17λ

l=
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(5)

2

nao ≤ 1.0

(6)

nco ≥ 1.0

(7)

N pl
N cr

(8)

Fig. 3. Experimental results vs. EN1994 prediction (no confinement accounted for)

4. Experimental database
Vast databases of thousands of experimental tests
are available in continuously updating webpages and
wikis by researchers in UK [5] and USA [6]. These
databases include tests performed by several authors
and provide geometrical, material and ultimate loads
information of circular, square and rectangular CFT
subjected to axial and/or flexural loads. In this paper,
a sample of 344 experimental circular CFT subjected

Fig. 4. Experimental results vs. prediction provided in Ref. [1]

to pure compression is used for comparison purposes.
The sample is chosen in such a way the specimens
are not prone to global or local buckling according
to the EN1994 criteria. Figs. 2 to 6 display the ratios
NPl,experimental/ Npl,theoretical as a function of δ, the steel
contribution ratio for different predicting models.

Fig. 5. Experimental results vs. prediction provided in Ref. [2]

Fig. 2. Experimental results vs. EN1994 prediction (confinement of the concrete accounted for)
Fig. 6. Experimental results vs. prediction provided in Ref. [3]
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Table 1 shows a summary of the proposed expre-

5. Application of GEP for the prediction of Npl in

sions FJoh, FSus, and FHat found in [1][2][3], respec-

stocky CFT

tively. In all cases, the ultimate load capacity predic-

There are five major steps in preparing to use GEP,

tion includes explicitly the passive confinement of

of which the first is to choose the fitness function

the concrete core via different approaches with a

[32]. The fitness of an individual program i for fit-

form similar to the generic expression (2).

ness case j is evaluated as in Eq. (9):

Table 1. Summary of the expressions

if E (ij ) ≤ p , then f (ij ) = 1; else f (ij ) = 0

(9)

FJoh = A c ·f cc + A s ·s al

in which p is the accuracy and E(ij) is the error of an

ε ahr =

individual program i for fitness case j. For the abso-

ε v ·(ν s − ν c )


2·t·E s 
1 +

 (D − 2·t )·E c 

lute error it is expressed by Eq. (10):

εah = εahr − ν s·ε v
s ah =

[1]

s al =

Es
1 − ν s2
Es

·(ε ah + ν s ·ε al )

1 − ν s2

σlat = σah

·(ε v + ν s ·ε ah )

E=
P(ij ) −T j
( ij )

(10)

2·t

(D − 2·t )


σ
k = 1,25·1 + 0,062· lat

f ck


σ
f cc = f ck · lat + 1
 f tk


Again for the absolute error, the fitness fi of an indi
·f −0, 21
 ck


vidual program is expressed by Eq. (11):

k

fi =

ν s = 0,3 ; ν c = 0,2 ; ε al = ε v = 0,002

n

∑ (R − P
j =1

( ij )

−T j )

(11)

FSus = A c ·f cc + A s ·f y
β = ν c − νs
3

ν 'c

[2]

where R is the selection range, P(ij) is the value pre-

2

0,881  D  2,58  D  1,953  D 
·  + 2 ·  + 0,4011
·  −
=
10  t 
106  t  104  t 

f 
f'
ν c = 0,2312 + 0,3582·ν 'c − 0,1524· ck  + 4,843·ν 'c · ck

 fy 
 fy



f rp = β·

f

 − 9,169· ck

 fy



dicted by the individual program i for fitness case j





2

(out of n fitness cases), and Tj is the target value for
fitness case j. So, for a perfect fit, P(ij)= Tj for all fit-

2·t
·f y
D − 2·t

ness cases and maximum fitness fmax=Rn, where n is
the number of fitness cases.

f cc = f ck + 4·f rp

The second major step includes of choosing the set
FHat = A c·f cc + As·f yc

of terminals Npl and the set of functions F to create

( )

[3]

 D

σ h = f y·exp ln  + ln f y − 11
  t

2·σh ·t
f rp =
D − 2·t

the chromosomes. In this problem, the terminal set
consists of the independent variables associated with

f cc = f ck + 4,3·f rp

the material and the cross-sectional properties of

f yc = 0,5· σ h − 4·f y2 − 3·σ 2h 



CFT, i.e., Npl=f (D, t, fy, fck).
The third major step is to select the chromosomal architecture, i.e., the length of the head and the number of genes. A head length h=8, and three genes per
chromosome were employed.
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The fourth major step is to choose the linking func-

crete is accounted for exceeds in most cases the ex-

tion. In this study, the sub-ETs were linked by addi-

perimentally obtained values. In the case of predic-

tion. Finally, the set of genetic operators that cause

tions proposed by researchers [1-3], the results pro-

variation and their rates are chosen.

vided by Johansson fit adequately to the experi-

From the collected data sets used in this study,

mental values with a low percentages of specimens

around 75% of data were used for training (chosen

exceeding the experimentally obtained ultimate axial

randomly until the best calibration performance was

load.

obtained), while the remaining patterns (25%) were

Table 2. Statistical summary (Npl,experimental/Npl, theoretical predictions)

used for testing, or validating, the model.

Parameter

EN1994-Conf

EN1994-No Conf

[1]

[2]

[3

1.00

1.29

1.25

1.00

1.

Standard Var.

0.13

0.18

0.17

0.15

0.

Variation

0.13

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.

% Unsafe

56.98%

1.16%

2.91%

60.17%

18

Mean
The GEP-based explicit formulation of Npl is given

in the Eq. (12):


N pl =  f ck



 t fy 
 87,38 D 



  f ck 2t f y    D 2 
  ln 

   ln( f y )    320 

 

According to a logical hypothesis reported in [31], if
(12)

a model gives R>0.8, and the errors are at the minimum, there is a strong correlation between the pre-

in which the following consistent units must be

dicted and measured values [17]. The model can

used: D= diameter of the tube (mm), t= thickness of

therefore be judged as satisfactory.

the tube (mm), fy = yield strength of the steel (MPa),

coefficient (Eq.(14)) illustrates the fit of the GEP's

fck =

output parameter approximation curve to the actual

concrete

compressive

strength

(MPa),

Npl=ultimate load (kN).
=
N pl

The correlation

data output parameter curve.

N pl , Rd
 (13)
1 
) + N pl , Rd − 9.995 
 sinh (
1.015 
662883.188


where the Npl,Rd obtains from Eq. (3) and the unit for
both Npl and Npl,Rd is Newton in Eq. (13).

6. Results
The material and geometrical cross-sectional characteristics, namely, D, t, fy and fck reported for the experimental data were used as inputs to the program.

Fig. 7. Experimental vs. predicted values in absolute terms for

GEP model was developed according to experi-

Eq. (12).

mental data. Table 2 summarizes key statistical features of the results obtained for the different theoretical predictions depicted previous sections. It is
worth pointing out that the theoretical prediction
provided by EN1994 when confinement of the con-
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Fig. 10. Experimental results vs. predictions proposed (Eq. 13).
Fig. 8. Experimental vs. predicted values in absolute terms for
Eq. (13).

It is worth pointing out from Table 1 that the results
obtained provide similar statistical values (mean and

Fig.s 7and 8 indicate that the proposed formulations

variations) to the most suitable mechanically-based

have high correlation coefficient which demonstrates

formulations (namely, [1]). The percentage of values in

the models have the ability of output parameter well.

which the predicted resistance is greater than the exper-

Also it can be observed from Figs. 9, 10 and Table 2

imentally obtained value is considerably lower than the

that the GEP models (Eqs. 12 and 13) predict the target

present EN1994 formulation which includes a certain

values to an acceptable degree of accuracy and with a

level of confinement. This value is comparable in

relative level of straightforwardness.

magnitude to the one obtained when comparing the experimental prototypes with [1].
On the other hand, the precision of the prediction performance provided by all models is measured using
statistical analysis. In fact, the quality of the prediction
can generally be characterized by the correlation coefficient (R), route mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the predicted values from the real measured data which given in the

Fig. 9. Experimental results vs. predictions proposed (Eq. 12).

form of formulas as follows:

N

R=

∑ ( A − A )( P − P )
i =1

N

i

i

i

i

(14)

N

∑ ( A − A ) ∑ (P − P )

2
i
i
=i 1 =i 1

i

i

2
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=
RMSE

=
MAE

1
N

7. Conclusions

N

1
N

∑(A − P)
i

i =1

2

(15)

i

The cross-sectional resistance of stocky CFT has
been studied quite extensively in last decades. In

N

∑ A −P
i =1

1269

i

particular, several mechanically based predictions of
(16)

i

the ultimate load capacity to pure compression have
been proposed with various levels of accuracy. In

1
N

=
MSE

N

∑(A − P)
i =1

i

this paper, prediction models with mechanical back-

2

(17)

i

grounds as well as ultimate loads provided in
EN1994 are compared to a set of 344 experimental

1
=
MAPE
N

N

∑
i =1

tests. The studied formulations include explicitly the

Ai − Pi
×100
Ai

(18)

level of passive confinement in the core but differ
both qualitatively and quantitatively when studying

where Ai and Pi are respectively the actual and predict-

the ultimate load capacity of CFT. On the other hand,

ed outputs for the ith output,

are the aver-

the studied models, though mechanically derived,

age of the actual and predicted outputs, and N is the

include empirically obtained calibrations to some

number of sample. Comparing the performance of the

extent.

and

GEP-based formulations (Table 3), it can be observed
that Eq. (13) has the best performance on the whole of

In this paper, for the sake of contributing to the field,

data. Despite of the better performance of the Eq. (13)

simple though straightforward formulas aimed at

model, it is slightly complex and has long expressions.

predicting the cross-sectional capacity of CFT are

Therefore, another GEP-based formulation (Eq. (12))

proposed. These Eqs. (12,13) are obtained by means

can be easily employed for prediction of ultimate load

of applying a gene expression programming (GEP)

in CFTs.

technique (WARNING

deleted sentence). In statis-

tical terms, the formulas provide a satisfactory prediction with high level of accuracy. From the design
perspective, the equations provide improved results
when compared to other existing predictions as well
Table 3. Overall performance of the formulas for the ultimate

as to EN1994. As a limitation though, it is worth

load prediction

pointing out that these expressions do not explicitly

Model

R

RMSE

MAE

MSE

MAPE

EN1994-Conf
EN1994-No
Conf
[1]

0.9849

260.0076

157.3238

67603.96

9.5584

0.9843

567.4548

375.282

322004.99

21.2112

0.9844

522.1346

337.5239

272624.53

18.9202

[2]

0.9829

276.5112

184.5063

76458.463

11.2205

ical point of view. In any case, due to its simple yet

[3]
Proposed Eq.
(12)
Proposed Eq.
(13)

0.9849

384.17

229.5456

147586.57

12.6933

statistically robust application, the proposed expres-

0.9851

459.2714

311.0689

210930.22

18.3122

sion may be used for comparison, further study and

0.9867

244.221

150.9334

59643.902

9.2576

calibration of the ultimate load capacity of CFT sub-

depict the passive confinement of the concrete core
due to the presence of the steel tube, which is a
drawback of the expression from the phenomenolog-

jected to compressive forces.
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